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In modern society, Chinese painting which obdurate and remain 
localization for long time was impacted、 challenged, then brought the 
opportunity of development during the background of new international 
communication and various culture-modality. Modern Tang colour painting 
and its drawing language combined the characteristic of occidental and 
oriental utilized veins and texture resources ,such as mental foil 、seashell 
ground、and some traditional mineral color in eastern, including trituration of 
man-made pigments and shuigan colour. At the same time, it used different 
techniques of fire and sulfuration to turn color in modern chemistry, which 
strengthened profundity and extent of expression that made carrions to magic 
things. It formed new language and basic elements of modern sculpt art, and 
reflected some aspects of modern times’ life and feeling, and syncretized 
modern aesthetic requirement which led to the sense of touch、beauty of 
material and vision impulsion in painting. In this dissertation, writer will 
analysis and expound this problem in three parts. 
The first part of this passage will introduce the realm of sculpt art, 
especially in modern Tang colour painting. The point of modern aesthetic 
interest is sense of touch、vision impulsion、beauty of material and the 
difference of cultural background、material qualification and veins and texture 
purpose. 
The second part mainly analysis veins and texture representation of 
modern Tang colour painting through traditional drawing media in eastern and 
it’s the farther representation of materials and reamed relationship between 















colour painting in veins and texture. 
The third has made three assuming about foreground of the representation 
of modern Tang colour painting in veins and texture. Its included: make use of 
beauty of material deeply、run to integrate material、go in for feeling of 
traditional rhythm、get back classic aesthetic, on the other hand, can hold the 
beauty of new material, but also the advantage of computer drawing and 
modern Tang colour painting. 
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